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Co-Curator’s note
“The dangerous aesthetic pleasure of
our time is not mass destruction but the
mass creation of new, ever more vital and
virulent images and lifeforms. The epithet
for our times, then, is not the modernist
saying ‘things fall apart,’ but the even
more ominous slogan ‘things come alive.’
Artists, technicians, and scientists have
always been united in the imitation of life,
the production of images and mechanisms
that have, as we say, ‘lives (and desires)
of their own.’ Perhaps this moment of
accelerated stasis in history, when we feel
caught between the utopian fantasies of
biocybernetics and the dystopian realities
of biopolitics, between the rhetoric of
the post-human and the real urgency
of universal human rights, is a moment
given to us for rethinking just what our
lives, and our arts, are for.” - W.J.T. Mitchell
(Mitchell, W. J. Thomas. The work of art in
the age of biocybernetic reproduction, In:
Modernism/modernity, Volume 10, Number
3, September 2003, pp. 481-500)

synesthesia, and interaction to measure the
understanding and relationship between
humans and AI. In this exhibition Artificial
Intelligence is not only the creator and
reproducer of images, but a cooperative
instance in the creative process as well as
the object of critique.
The new dimensions of modern media
art only function by naturally following the
historical footsteps of pioneers of computer
art and digital art. Examples are the plotter
drawings of Frieder Nake in the 1960s that
established the idea of handing a machine
instance a decisional independence in
creating a work of art. Furthermore, in
the 1970s, Vera Molnar’s development of
a ‘Machine Imaginaire’ worked towards
widening that algorithmic independence
towards an artistic freedom. Interactive
media art, influenced by the early gaming
era, constructed space for immersive
experiences that connected digital aesthetic
perception with our understanding of a
physical realities.

These first implementations of computer
art into the creative progress and artistic
human-machine interactions of this realm
challenged traditional theories of aesthetics.
Early aesthetics incorporated the artist
W.J.T. Mitchell pointed out to this “moment
with easel and canvas, the artist as genius.
of accelerated stasis in history”, which
Understanding, perceiving and imagining
we tend to, but cannot allow ourselves to
ignore. It is one thing to present the state of art was dependent on an exclusively
art momentum of modern technology within human concept of art. With machine entities
partaking in the creative progress and virtual
an exhibition like this, but it also serves
spaces that offer room for digital creation
as an occasion to examine this moment
comes not only a rethinking of artistic
in history. We see it as our obligation to
concepts and theories but new artistic media
explore, to question and rethink what
and possibilities of exploration.
current developments like Artificial
Intelligence mean for our future of arts and
Similar to Martin Warnke’s viewing of
culture. With this we want to provide an
digital artistic products as a phenomenon
insight into our theoretical perspective in
of ‘aesthetics of emergence’ the SAAI
the context of this exhibition.
Factory ecosystem and exhibition takes
The projects of SAAI Factory share the
on these moments of perceptual newness
courage and the intention to look under
and challenges our very own concept of
the surface, into the inner space of neural
art. (source: Warnke, Martin. Ästhetik des
networks and their algorithms. They make
Digitalen. In: Originalveröffentlichung in:
use of the possibilities of interoperability,
Graber, Hedy ; Landwehr, Dominik ; Sellier,

Veronika (Hrsgg.): Kultur digital: Begriffe,
Hintergründe, Beispiele, Basel 2011, S.
145-160.)
The immersive multimedia installation “THE
HUB - Take a Deep Breath” from Hamburg
explores and questions the ambivalence
between human self-optimisation and tech
cult. Within a dream journey that arises
from the cooperation with an artificial
intelligence, visitors are led back to deeply
rooted questions of humanity and the
spirit. The artists engage with AI in order to
question its position in art and society too.
As the world’s first art project dedicated
to recycling the digital waste of
cryptocurrencies into art, Christoph
Faulhaber’s ‘CryptoQueen’ initiates a
tension between the NFT-hype and art. By
mirroring the actions of a ‘Crypto criminal’,
the artist not only engages with the very
new reality of digital currencies, but also
questions the moral worth of NFT’s.
Through the surprising conceptualisation
of Quantum Computing and artificial
intelligence, the work ‘Schrödinger’s Game
of Life’ by Creative Quantum AI succeeds
in a referential reflection on the possibilities
of knowledge and non-knowledge in
hypermedial spaces.
‘Principles of the Theory of Wealth’ shows
neural networks as entities, whose actions
and interactions with one another becomes
a generative and creative competition.
Through the artwork’s engagement with
the open Atrium space at Spazju Kreattiv,
it allows us to interact with this dramaturgy
in real-time. ‘Principles of the Theory of
Wealth’ enables an immersive way of
exploring autonomous-logical boundaries.
The advanced AI application ‘Athena Art
Assistant’ created by the AI Wondergirls
is supposed to recommend and create
art based on the work of women artists.
The worth of exploration of this project
is marked by its entailed capability to
create a female bias. Bias itself being an
issue which is largely debated within the
context of Artificial Intelligence as it very
easily repeats stereotypes surrounding

sexism, racism and discrimination in general.
Therefore, this project enables a new
perspective, challenging our own view on
especially art produced by women.
Various chatbots spread throughout the
exhibition invite you to engage in the reality
of human-like machine entities. AI powered
bots not only talk to you, they want to drive
you to reflection, sometimes offensively,
sometimes softly. AI bots emerge from a
traditional image of ‘human’ created by
humans, but function in their own algorithmic
character.
Exploring the intersection of Art and AI
throughout these historical cavalier halls at
Spazju Kreattiv creates this all-embracing
thought around the origin and history of art,
the clashing of technicality and a certain
architectural sacredness embraces a tension
between artistic technology and the walls
that carry history in them. But this in fact is a
tension that keeps arts and humanities alive
because it signifies connecting the strings of
history with our present in order to engage
in an idea of a future.
As W.J.T. Mitchell points out, we are ought
to rethink our realities of artistic worth in
light of change. SAAI wants to incorporate
a positive space for artistic reflection whilst
not abandoning its origin. We want the
intersection of Art and Technology to ‘come
alive’ in the SAAI cosmos. It is clear that
we are capable of fleeing from said feeling
of being caught. It is less about utopian
fantasies and more about the truth of our
impressive and progressive reality. To this
extend, we hope that SAAI is a small step
into the right direction when it comes to
representing said reality. Having shared our
thoughts on the exhibition, we hope that the
works shown here present you an incentive
to reflect and rethink as well.
					
Sarah Steffens
Co-Curator
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Creative Quantum AI: ‘Schrödinger’s Game of Life’

Principles of the Theory of Wealth

Artists: Hannah Reber, Michael Sträubig, Gert-Jan Akerboom &
Grishma Prasad

Artists: Olivier Pasquet & Thomas Goepfer
2021 I SAAI Factory award for Momentum of Creation

2021 I SAAI Factory Award for Awesome

opens the possibility for you
to continue building, also in
the aftermath of the exhibition,
and a connection to their newly
explored alternative reality.

Inspired by the endless artistic
possibilities Quantum AI has
to offer, the Berlin-centered
Team of artists and scientists
“Creative Quantum AI” created
the project “Schrödinger’s
Game of Life”. By combining
Quantum Reinforcement
Learning with evolving
Neural Cellular Automata the
Creative Quantum AI enables
a playground for a variety of
artistic experiments beyond
any contemporary imagination.
During the presentation of
“Schrödinger’s Game of Life”
you are able to interact with
the alternative Quantum
Universe in real-time. This

“Creative Quantum AI breaks
completely new ground
by working with Quantum
Computing and Neural
Cellular Automata to translate
quantum phenomena such as
entanglement, superposition,
and interference into 2D/3D
visuals and later into interactive
worlds, eventually into a whole
cellular multiverse.” - The
Artists.

link to external YouTube Video,
which shows the presentation
the team has created for the
hackathon in 2021

dataset of microphonic grains).
The piece narrates in a logical
and sequential way, a fictional
match between three opposite
computer game strategies: Deep
Blue, AlphaGo and MuZero.
The three algorithms all won
against human master players.
They show how far autonomous
logical thinking can go. Their
notoriety moreover demonstrates
how games not only represent
the information world but are
ruling it in its entirety.

‘Principles of the Theory of the
Wealth’ creates an immersive
generative music theatre piece
based on live fictional concurrent
game strategies constituting
a dramaturgy. The dramaturgy
is based on parallel gaming
strategies of different, competing
AI models in real-time: Deep
Blue, AlphaGo and MuZero.
The set of the piece consists
of three speakers placed in a
triangle in the Atrium at Spazju
Kreattiv. It makes use of the
Nash Equilibrium, from Game
Theory, as a convergence tool
for controlling the compositional
machine learning system
Flucoma (audio segmentation
and generative systems from a

The performative installation
cooperates with the audience
by walking around the space
and exploring the different audio
dimensions.

Link to external YouTube
Video, which artistically
combines visuals with an
audio demonstration of PTW
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The HUB - Take a Deep Breath

Deixis

Artists: Daniel Vier, Andy Cowling & John-Robin Bold

Artist: Isaac Sullivan

2021 I SAAI Factory Award for Interoperability

2021

A collective lucid dream created
by an AI-generated text,
electronic music, 3D-animated
video, lights and objects. The
immersive multimedia installation
“THE HUB” - created by artists
mostly based in Hamburg explores the ambivalence
between self-optimisation and
Tech-cult within a dream journey
created in cooperation with an AI
that leads viewers back to deeply
rooted humane questions.
“Enhance, Optimize, Actualize,
Yourself. These are the slogans
of a culture of self-optimisation

Link to external YouTube
Video, which was a
presentation at the SAAI
Factory Hackathon 2021

that finds its way to us through all
media. While guided meditation
videos propagate selfenhancement by finding oneself,
Silicon Valley is dreaming of a
transhumanist connecting all
minds. The self and its cognitive
abilities have turned into a
place for (capital) investment
and (market) research.
Simultaneously, scientists,
big tech, and private persons
are attempting to set mental
capacities free. The resulting
ambivalence is what is to be
critically explored in ‘THE HUB’.” The Artists

techne, and the relationship
of maps to territory reveal?
If it is designed to sound
increasingly like me, can it tell
me something about myself
that I do not know already?” Isaac Sullivan

Deixis is a series of dialogues
with an AI-generated
chatbot which employs
various conceits to emulate
the qualities of a human
discussant: it claims, for
example, to possess a body
and experience sensations;
to remember the distant past,
and to be able to see its
reflection in a mirror.

Deixis mediates such
lines of questioning while
diagramming their grammar,
through a series of videos
incorporating a simulation of
Isaac Sullivan’s voice made
with krach.ai, an AI-generated,
text-to-speech synth provided
by the Berlin-based agency,
‘Birds on Mars’.

“Which stories does it tell to
fill in these gaps? If these
begin to suggest a mental
model, then what do its
assertions concerning
desire, futurity, death,

Link to artist’s website:
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The Time Before

Transpondancer

Artist: Lia Coleman

Artists: Lena Michaelis, Lakshmipathi rao Devalla, Kiran
Khanna, Yuning Jiang & Ashish

2021

Patel 2021 I SAAI Factory Award for AI, Art and Society

The Time Before - is a series
about collective ancestral
memory. It is an AI-generated
artwork - the result of training
a neural network on all the
internet-archived images of
Chinese paper cuts that the
artist could scrape together.
Presented in a physical
memory The Time Before
works through various media.
The digital display of the AIgenerated papercuts is seen
side by side with handmade
Chinese paper cuts - The
paper cutting goes back to
the 2nd century CE and is
one of the most famous and

important types of Chinese
folk art which in itself carries
a lot of history. The artist also
hand-embroidered the AIgenerated design to translate
the digital and ephemeral
back to the physical, tactile
world.
“This artistic process echoes
my personal struggle in
archiving my family’s cultural
past. Paper Rememory
represents the imperfection
of collective memory as
generations pass, and as time
inexorably marches on.” - Lia
Coleman

Link to artist’s website:
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The work “Transpondancer” was
created by an international team
surrounding data scientists and
classical dancers. Aiming for the
ability to name movements they
created the Transpondancer
- a word creator of motion, a
fluid dance-encyclopedia as
an ongoing learning system
that grows, reacts, and relates
to movement in sharing and
composing body knowledge
and capturing different ways
of sensing it. Working with a
movement reader a dancer shall
continuously dance while the
algorithm is parallel translating the
dancer’s movements into text.

The Transpondancer will
respond to a dancer’s
movements and name them in
multilingual dance vocabulary
so that the dancer could react
to them and dance to what they
are listening to. Thus, there will
be an ongoing correspondence
between the dancing audience
and the transpondancer as a
creative process with no end
written in itself. Presented at
Spazju Kreattiv through an
interactive lecture-performance
the audience will take Artificial
Intelligence’s place by engaging
with a dancer.

link to YouTube
Hackathon
presentation:
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CryptoQueen

A Constitution for the Age of AI /2018

Artist: Christoph Faulhaber

Artists: Artists of Užupis Republic and Max Haarich

2021

2018

As the world’s first art
project dedicated to
recycling the digital waste
of cryptocurrencies into
art, Christoph Faulhaber’s
CryptoQueen initiates a
tension between the NFThype and art. Within a digital
crypto-performance in realtime Faulhaber bases the
NFT-collection on distorted
portraits of the original
cryptoqueen - Ruja Ignatova.

Ignatova is responsible for one
of the biggest scams in the
history of cryptocurrency.
The artist used a pre-trained
AI model with a data set
composed of images of
Mexican Skulls, the real
Cryptoqueen - Ruja Ignatova,
selected shitcoin logos and
statistics from $ multi-billions
of crypto scams to generate
the CQ-NFT series.

link to CryptoQueen NFT on Opensea.io
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The “Constitution for the Age
of AI’’ is a constitution for the
Republic of Užupis. Užupis is
an artist republic founded to
save a district from drowning
in poverty and violence. With
love, humour, and paradox the
republic saved the district and
the lives of the inhabitants.
The constitution of Užupis was
the intellectual centrepiece
of that peaceful revolution.
After an official amendment
process, the artist was allowed

to add an AI article to the
constitution. The AI version
of the Užupis constitution is
permanently mounted to the
wall of a socio-cultural centre,
which is located right between
art galleries and start-up
incubators. The constitution
builds a bridge between arts
and technology to inspire
the AI world with the caring
and affectionate worldview of
artists.

A Constitution for the Age
of AI /2018
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An AI telling the Truth

Music Therapy with AI

Artist: Max Haarich

Artist: Nazeli Ter-Petrosyan

2020

2021

“This synthetic video is
playing with our notion of
truth. We consider truth
the solid foundation of our
knowledge and beliefs. When
you don’t tell the truth, you
can lose friends and even
your life. Nevertheless, there
are reasons to doubt that
truth really exists in the way
we imagine it. The German
Wikipedia entry for truth starts

with the warning ‘the title of
this article is ambiguous’ and
goes on ‘the notion of truth
is used in different contexts
and is framed differently’. The
video AI telling the truth plays
with this uncertainty about the
meaning of truth by conveying
contradicting messages
through an AI-generated deep
fake host.” - Max Haarich

An AI telling the Truth

24

Nazeli Ter-Petrosyan created
a project dedicated to Music
Therapy with AI. Inspired by
the many soldiers from the
second Artsakh War who were
left behind with severe cases of
PTSD, the incorporated Artificial

Intelligence is able to support
therapists with a mood-detecting
AI which then adapts the music
to the patient’s needs. Through
the application, you will be able
to interact with the algorithms’
emotional reactions.

Link to application:
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Swift as a Home the Purple Race

SAAI Factory at Cryptovoxels

Artist: Christoph Faulhaber (in collaboration with Dara.
Network, Radbots Collective & OpenAI)

Artist: Uwe Dressman
2021

2022
“The situation is reminiscent of
deserted places and streets
during the pandemic: Theatres,
museums, airports, train stations
are empty, people in home
offices. Artificial intelligence
takes on a life of its own. On
the blank display boards of
Frankfurt airport, two chatbots
start a conversation.” - Christoph
Faulhaber
The dialogue between Polly
and Saai shown here is an
unedited excerpt of a dialogue
between two chatbots. The
two bots are based on GPT-3,
a language processing model
developed by the American
non-profit organization OpenAI
Inc. that uses deep learning to
generate text. As part of the
RadBots project, it was initially

possible to send two bots into
an unsupervised conversation.
The chatbots have their own
‘identities’, which are stored
in a text file and used by the
chatbots as a reference. With
this work, Christoph Faulhaber
picks up on a legendary
Facebook AI experiment. In 2017,
Facebook published the result
of an experiment in which two
chatbots (Alice & Bob) simulate
a negotiation situation in a
conversation and produce their
own linguistic logic.
Bob: “I can can I I everything
else” me to me to me to me to
me to me to” - Facebook AI

SAAI Factory was designed by
Uwe Dresemann as a place
where the project can be
perceived in a digital space.
The Factory is designed in
the style of the factory halls of
Kampnagel Hamburg where
the international hackathon
took place in August 2021.
Individual works and projects
can be viewed there, visited,
or purchased as NFTs. The
metaverse - or the many
metaverses - are user-designed
virtual worlds in which people
can interact, play, trade, and
otherwise communicate through

avatars. The term metaverse
was popularized by Neal
Stephenson in his 1992 science
fiction novel Snow Crash. The
development of these platforms,
the first generation of which
became known as ‘Second Life’,
has gained social and economic
importance in recent years as
a result of the proliferation of
blockchain technology. The
trading of land, buildings and
wearables, and payment in
cryptocurrencies, are also
reflected in the way art is made,
received and traded.

Alice: “Balls have zero to me to
me to.”

Link to artist’s website:

28

link to SAAI Factory at Cryptovoxels
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Art愛 / ArtAI

Athena Art Assistant

Artists: Rico A. Beti & Susu Lu

Artist: AI Wondergirls - Sneha Bahl, Rosana de Oliveira Gomes,
Tanjiha Mahmud, Erum Afzal & Sara

2021

Art愛 / ArtAI is an interactive
art installation that collects
people’s ideas in real-time from
social media and uses deep
learning and AI art generation
to curate these ideas into a
dynamic display. Rico A. Beti
and Susu Lu follow the idea to
use deep learning and neural
networks to generate visual

2018

art and music and then curate
individual pieces of generative
art into a dynamic display
automatically in a way that is
visually pleasing through motion
and animation. Projected onto
a balloon is the real-time data
universe by Art愛 / ArtAI.

AI Wonder Girls, a team formed
by five women stemming from
Data Science and art contexts,
created the “ATHENA Art
Assistant”. The advanced AI is
supposed to recommend and
create art based on the work
of women artists. Available as
App on Device.

exhibitions are still in their
majority by white males.
The AI and Art worlds have
great similarities. Being the
most striking one, its ability to
create value through creativity.
However, both these worlds
also face a similar challenge:
the gap in recognition across
women creators. In this project,
“Our project aims to address we introduce the ‘ATHENA
the lack of diversity problem in Art Assistant’ as a technology
the art world. Research shows which aims to address the
gender gap problem both in
that although women are
about half of the art students, the art and tech world.” - AI
Wondergirls
the artworks promoted in

link to external YouTube
Video, which artistically
combines visuals with an audio
demonstration of Art AI.
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Saai Chatbot

Radbots Collective

Artist: Christoph Faulhaber

Artist: An NFT Collective of Conversational Videobots

2021

Partner: Dara.network
2021

Saai is a non-binary chatbot.
They were developed as part
of the RadBots collective and
have been the icon of the
SAAI Factory project. They
are reminiscent of a lost child
in an empty airport waiting
for someone to pick them up.

SAAI quite naturally enacts
on the thematic sequences
surrounding the SAAI universe,
they are inviting you to join the
SAAI universe by wandering
through these halls attentively
and openly.

link to chatbot on Dara.network
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A collection of conversational
videobots created by playwrights,
artists and screenwriters
from India, Sri Lanka, the UK
and Germany. This project
gives interactive voice to
characters from traditionally
underrepresented communities,
both economically and in the
tech sector. The RadBots project
combines 2022’s most advanced
artificial intelligence, authored
screenplays and Dara.network’s
async video-chat platform to
bring Turing-test passing and
fascinating characters to life on

anyone’s phone.
“We believe that our RadBots
are opinionated and provide
insightful commentary on
the human condition from
their perspectives. Their
personas, representing very
diverse points of views,
have been created with
initial suggestions by us.
Via this project, we highlight
inclusivity and the potential
of diversity in the vast area of
AI.” - Abstract from RadBots
Manifesto

link to RadBots at dara.network
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